 Parking is the act of stopping and disengaging a vehicle and leaving it unoccupied. These days, parking 
According to Federal Road Transport Authority report,2011 in Addis Ababa, as elsewhere, where cars are one of the dominant modes of transportation, public circulation is one of the most obvious problems, and parking seems to be an overlooked element of transportation development. Parking is defined as Wikipedia definition; it is the act of stopping and disengaging a vehicle and leaving it unoccupied. Parking on one or both sides of a road is often permitted, though sometimes with restrictions. Some buildings have parking facilities for the use of the buildings' users. Countries and local governments have rules for design and use of parking spaces. Now, this research paper specifically evaluates the effect of parking efficiency and parking problems on transportation system in Addis Ababa, specifically in Addis ketema sub-city. The existing parking service is inadequate and suffers from operational problems, mainly street parking. Consequently, it has contributed to inefficient utilization of the road network, safety and congestion problems. Thus, parking remains one of the critical issues that need to be addressed through the transport planning of the city. This document is a template. For questions on paper guidelines, please contact us via e-mail.
B. Statement of the Problem
People in business and customers regard on-street parking as an essential service because on-street parking occupies less land per space than off-street parking and provides convenient access to destinations. But, according to (Hongwei Guo et.al. 2012 ), on-street parking should be prohibited. Their reasons are that on-street parking occupies the resources of roadways; including car lanes, bike lanes, and sidewalks and that the parking maneuver (entering parking stalls) and un parking maneuver (departing from parking stalls) increase the delay of through traffic and reduce the capacity of the adjacent travel lane. Also, on-street parking has been found to increase traffic accidents. Transport Policy of Addis Ababa; August, 2011, report identified parking as one of the key "infrastructural" challenges in Addis Ababa sub-city. Illegal parking is a major problem in different location of the city. Roadside parking is a common phenomenon, which reduces the traffic corridors meant for the efficient movement of automobiles and taxies. The resultant effect of such illegal parking is traffic congestion which also leads to delay in travel time and increases the cost of travel time. Unfortunately, off -street parking facilities are absent in most parts of the city. Especially, in Addis Ketema sub-city around Merkato, which is the largest center of market place in Africa, on-street parking has been dominating and off street parking under story building has been converted to other purposes such as shops and stores. Places of activities such as market centers, shops, churches, mosques, offices and similar places often generate enormous parking demands, and create parking problems in the sub-city. Thus, parking today has become a major obstruction to smooth flow of traffic in the entire sub-cities of the capital. This study, therefore, intends to fill the identified gap, by reviewing the practices of parking in the sub-city so as to find out the challenges and prospects faced by the concerned bureau in its efforts to reduce road traffic congestion, to increase parking efficiency and to evaluate the constraints encountered in implementing and execution of the parking management practice.
C. Objectives
The key objective of the study was to evaluate the effect of parking and problems on transportation system in Addis Ketema subcity. Some of the Specific Objectives are as follows 1) To study the characteristics and nature of the existing parking condition of Addis Ketema sub-city.
2) To develop the relationship of utilized parking spaces and available parking capacity of on-street and off-street parking of selected locations.
3)
To evaluate the influence of on-street parking on travel time (moving traffic) at selected road sections. 4) To develop an implementation plan or scheme that overcomes the problems associated with parking.
D. Significance of the Study
Success in parking management policy directly influences the efficiency of the transportation system, the economic competitiveness of a city, and the quality of life for the communities. Hence, the goal of this research would be provided an updated and comprehensive scan of current practices in on-street parking operations for congestion and concerned with off-street parking management and municipal authorities. Furthermore, the findings obtained from the study is helpful to gain information and knowledge about the parking and the corresponding impact in the city, which in turn, could help to develop countermeasures that could reduce the related transportation problem in the city. Also, this information initiates the investors to invest towards the parking generating. In addition, the result of the study is expected to generate important findings that can help as useful input for further research to refine the conceptual and methodology of the present study.
2) Data Collection Process:
A simple method was adopted to study the condition of both off-street and on-street parking. This simple method includes three important parts like preparation, survey and output. In the preparation part, papers related to the parking were collected and examined the general character of the area. In survey part some of the primary surveys were conducted, primary surveys like; parking volume count, parking capacity, accumulation and parking duration. In the third part, the outcome of the survey was analyzed to see the requirement to implement the new parking policy. Steps has been followed to analyse input data for vissim software a) Step1. Drawing the geometric features of the road segments on the Network object b) Step2. Defining parking routes A vehicle to use a parking lot, define a vehicle route of the type Parking lot that leads to the desired parking lot. To define a parking route, insert a routing decision on a link and on a destination section located on the parking lot of choice. For a routing decision, also define multiple destination sections located on different parking lots. Routing decision may lie on a connector. The destination section may also lie on a connector, if the parking lot is located on a connector. c) Step3. Then select Parking lot and insert the size of parking lot. The initial parking occupancy also inserted. d) Step4. Select the travel time measurement and specify the test section along the road segment.
III. DATA ANALYSIS A. The Characteristics and Nature of the Existing Parking Condition
The characteristics and nature of the existing parking condition were shown with parking accumulation curve of a total number of vehicles with time interval in which the vehicles parked for some period. In the following part, the parking locations (P1-P6) were analyzed individually. The parking locations were shown in diagram with respective locations. All parking parameters (parking statistics) results were presented in tabular form. Accumulation curve also provided for the two days. A total number of vehicles parked in an area at each fifteen minutes interval. It expressed in a number of vehicle parked. The data collected were useful in quantifying variation in demand over the course of the day. It also helped in identifying the peak period. Graph was plotted time vs number of vehicles. The variation was because of the land use, purpose, etc. Results from the above table 3 shows about 9 veh/hr were parked on Friday and 10 veh/hr on Saturday. Long term parking vehicles were predominant at P3. Vehicles were parked for an average of six hours in both days. The efficiency of parking P3 was 91% on Friday and 92% on Saturday. That is parking spaces were utilized more on Saturday. Results from table 4 shows about 37veh/hr were parked on Friday and 39veh/hr on Saturday. Long term parking vehicles were not predominant at P4. Vehicles were parked for an average of 80 minutes in both days. The efficiency of parking P4 was 81% on Friday and 82% on Saturday. That is parking spaces were utilized more on Saturday. The graphs has been plotted and are as shown in the figure below To conclude based on the above data, there are about 300 legal off-street parking and about 180 on-street parking spaces in study area. The parking spaces are serving the demand with on street and off-street facility. From 10:00AM -4:00PM, the utilized spaces for off-street parking of P1 and P2 were almost constant. The parking accumulation was almost uniform between 9:00AM -5:00PM. Here, parking space utilization of off-street parking less when compared to onstreet parking as had shown from figure 1 and 2 . These show that, on-street parking was preferred to park by vehicle owners. Because, the park/un park time is short. The parking capacity is good. It can serve additional 14% of the vehicle-hour in weekday and up to 571 vehicle-hours on Saturday. The parking spaces utilized on Saturday is higher than that of the weekdays. Based on this, the parking users expected to be significantly associated with commercial trips than work trips. The hourly parking volume for study area is about 219 veh/hr on Saturday and 199veh/h for weekdays. In other words, in every onehour a minimum of 199 different vehicles have parked. Average parking duration is 182 minutes for weekday and 174 minutes for weekend. The average parking turnover is 0.38veh/bay/hour for weekday and 0.41veh/bay/hour on Saturday. This result shows a poor value of parking turnover because vehicles have parked for a long time about 3 hours. The average weighted efficiency is from 85% to 87%. More than 14% of the parking capacity have not utilized for different reasons. For example, the easiness to find a vacant parking space
C. The Relationship of Utilized Parking Spaces and Parking Capacity of On-Street and off-Street Parking
The relationship of parking utilized spaces and the available parking capacity of off-street and on-street parking were analyzed using linear regression model of analysis. Regression function involves a set of unknown parameters Bi and constant value B. If a regression function is linear in the parameters, it termed as a linear regression model. In this case, there were one dependent variable (utilized parking space) and one independent variable (parking capacity). Parking occupancy is one of the utilized parking space determinations. Therefore, the utilized parking space is the percentage of parking occupancy of the actual number of available parking capacity. The on-street and off-street utilization of parking was recorded in six study areas within the sub-city. The graphs below (Figure 8 ) summarize the occupancy results of the combined study areas of off-street and on-street parking.
Fig 8 Parking occupancy of off street and on-street parking
The above graph results shows based on the 61 on-street spaces evaluated, the peak occupancy occurred during 9:30AM-10:30AM (about 97%) was observed on Saturday at P4. For location P5 the peak occupancy occurred during 10:15AM-11:15AM about 93% while location P6 the peak occupancy occurred during 10:30AM-11:30AM about 94% Since, the study area was found within business areas the parking occupancy is higher in the morning and higher than others day. Overall, the occupancy rates for the onstreet parking spaces were relatively low compared with off-street parking. In general, the maximum utilized parking spaces are the maximum parking occupancy of the actual parking capacity. Parking occupancy is the ratio of space utilized to capacity during peak-hour. The Regression Analysis with various input and output parameters is as follows for the different types of parking. 3) P6 roadside parking in front of Grand Anwar mosque (Urago market center to Fitawurari Gebeyehu St.) From the parking survey data, the observed peak parking counts at each parking area through the period of survey have been taken as the peak parking accumulation for the respective parking areas. The researcher took peak hour reading for the purpose of travel time analysis to indicate the influence of on street parking on travel time throughout the day reading. From the figure 7 and 8 and table 8 shows that the parking accumulation on Saturday was relatively uniform and higher than Friday. Therefore, the researcher select Saturday for travel time analysis to indicate the effect of roadside parking on travel time. Therefore, the influences of on-street parking on travel time measured by average travel time. The average travel time determined first, by considering on-street parking along the road segment, and then, by removing on-street parking. The difference of these values can determined the effect of on-street parking on travel time
E. Input Data for Travel Time Analysis Using Vissim Software
The various inputs for different parking sections P4, P5 and P6 such as type of vehicle, number of vehicle, relative flow, average parking rate, average speed, mean and standard deviation values were given to analyse the behaviour for vissim software and then the out generated is as shown in the tables and figure below. 1) Travel Time: Average travel time at 15min interval was determined for the selected road segments. These were done by considering two scenarios: by considering roadside parking and by removing roadside parking along the road segment. The results were shown in the table below. The speed of traffic flow at a scenario of roadside parking is determined from the actual travel time that recorded the traffic flow of each vehicle between the test sections.
So, speed = distance between test section/ actual travel time Distance between the test section= 230m
Actual travel time= 21seconds Speed= 230/21= 10.95m/sec which is equal to 40Km/hr.According to Vissim 9.0 Manual, the time distribution is allocated in the parking routing decisions. A vehicle, which assigned a parking space via a parking routing decision, carries out on an automatically generated route and parks for as long as the time distribution specifies. After the time expires, the vehicle leaves the parking bays and begins on an automatically generated route The table above shows the travel time by considering on-street parking was greater than the travel time without considering onstreet parking. The average travel time along roadside parking of P4, P5 and P6 were 48, 64.1 and 75.55 seconds respectively. Also, the results were shown using graphs to interpret each roadside parking along the road segment. According to the result shown in the figure 4 .27 below, it shows the morning and afternoon peak periods recorded the highest travel time and the lowest travel time recorded during mid-day for all road segments along P4, P5 and P6 roadside parking. This is because the road connects the residential area of the city to the largest market center, Merkato, and the area is surrounded with commercial shops, in which the parking demand is high between peak hour 10:00 AM and 11:00 AM as shown from parking statistics. Road segment along P5 has a higher travel time during afternoon peak period. This is because of the workday ending around 4:00 PM, before this time the employee go to commercial areas before they are leaving to their homes so that parking is high. Similarly, these segments have the highest travel time during the morning period than afternoon time. However, for the road segment along P4, it has relatively less travel time even though it has slightly higher in the morning and afternoon peak. When they compared to each other, the three-road segment on the different segment length, the road segment along P6 has the highest travel time from the other. On the other hand, road segment along P6 has low travel time during mid-day. Also the same has been plotted in the graphs and shown in the figure below. Figure 11 shows the total segment delay in seconds per vehicles for the selected road segment length by considering the length of the given segment. The result in the figure should not be compared each other because these segments are not equal in length, therefore, it should be read for a single road segment only at once. The total segment delay of road segment along P6 has maximum during morning peak hour because the parking volume has increase during this hour and the travel time of vehicle in a given segment also increase as a result the total segment delay of road segment along P6 is maximum. In the same case, total segment delay of road segment along P5 during afternoon peak-hour time became the highest because of parking volume and travel time increase simultaneously. For the case of road segment along P4 has similar appearances with a little variation throughout the day.
IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION A. Conclusion 1)
There are about 300 legal off-street parking and about 180 on-street parking spaces were evaluated in the study area. The hourly parking volume for study areas were about 219veh/h on Saturday and 199veh/h for weekdays. In other words, in every one hour a minimum of 199 different vehicles park.
2) The average parking occupancy/efficiency of off-street parking and on-street parking were around 90% and 82% respectively.
But, the average parking duration of off-street parking were about 4 hours and 2 hours at on-street parking.
3) The average parking turnovers of off-street and on-street parking were 0.30veh/h/bay and 0.50veh/hour/ bay respectively. This result shows vehicles are parked at off-street parking for a long time than on-street parking. 4) The aggregate weighted efficiency is from 85% to 86%. More than 14% of the parking capacity is not utilized for different reasons. For example, the easiness to find a vacant parking space. 5) The relationships have been developed for estimating on-street and off-street utilized parking spaces of selected streets and offstreet parking facilities in the study area. Therefore, the utilized parking spaces show nearly full utilization of the available parking capacity; in turn this create further parking investment in the study area. 6) The average travel time along roadside parking of P4, P5 and P6 were 48, 64.1 and 75.55 seconds respectively. 7) According to the segment delay analysis results the total average segment delays of parking P4, P5 and P6 along road segments were 7.29, 12.01 and 25.95 seconds per vehicle respectively.
B. Recommendation 1)
According to the findings of the study the vehicles parked for the average parking duration of 180 minutes. In location P1 and P3; one car was observed parked for at least six hours and five hours respectively. Additionally, based on the turnover rate 0.19; these parking are very un-utilized. Therefore, there should be parking time-restriction and intervention through parking fare rate at these parking locations. These interventions will improve the parking turnover. This also shift on-street parking to off-street parking since improving parking turnover will increase parking capacity.
2) The weighted parking efficiency is 85% to 86%. For example, the easiness to find a vacant parking space can be increased by implementing ITS tools. In return, this will increase the efficiency of utilizing available parking space. The average occupancy rate were above 80 percent in all parking types, the reason for high parking demand were not only related to short of parking supply, but also related to high parking duration and poor parking managements. So, there should give attention to parking policies and management. 3) The analysis result shows that the road segments are serving more for roadside parking than moving traffic. Therefore, the city administration should consider this issue and formulate parking control enforcement. Parking control can be used to limit parking duration, control types of vehicles or users allowed to access the space, provide a clearway allowing the parking lane to be used as a through lane where peak hour traffic volumes exceed the available lane capacity. 4) Transport related office especially Addis Ababa City Transport Program Management Office (TPMO) should work further on parking problems.
